WADDESDON COLLECTION DEPARTMENT: 2024 INTERNSHIP

Possible projects for 2025/2026

Exhibition project:

The Curatorial team is working on an exhibition to celebrate the life and collecting of Jacob, 4th Lord Rothschild (d2024). It is expected that the intern will contribute to this, in various ways, as the project develops.

Exhibition project: Red Chalk Drawings

The Senior Curator of Paintings is working on an exhibition on drawings from the Collection made in red chalk, timetabled for 2026 or 2027. This would focus on the drawings and include practical and educational activities around materials and processes of drawing, counter proofing and printmaking. The intern would support the project by working on the drawings and, particularly, the red-chalk-manner prints developed by Demarteau.

Photography project:

Waddesdon has an important collection of early photographic material of various kinds which is in the early stages of being identified and catalogued. The intern will help gather and organise information about the photographs in store, gaining experience of research and object handling in the Collection and Archive.